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1. Let G be a connected and simply connected nilpotent group 
with the Lie algebra 2’. We denote by T an irreducible unitary 
representation of G on a Hilbert space. Let da be a left-invariant 
Haar measure on G, and v a C” function of compact support. Then 
the operator defined by 

T, = 
s da) T(a) da 

G 

is of the trace class (cf. [4], p. 108), and we have Eq. (1) below for 
its trace in terms of v. We denote by 9’ the dual of the underlying 
space of 9, and by (8, d’) the canonical bilinear form on 9 x 9’. 
Let us form the Fourier transform of the C” function of compact 
support defined on 2 by ~(6’) = v (exp k’) (8 E Z), through the formula 

q(8) = I9 y(4) ei(cJ’) d8 (t” E Z’), 

dl denoting a positive translation-invariant measure on 9. Then we 
have 

Tr (T,) = Jo $5(P) dw. (1) 

Here 0 stands for an orbit of the representation, contragredient 
to the adjoint representation, of G on Y, and dv denotes an invariant 
measure on 0. The orbit 0 is well-determined by the equivalence 
class of T and conversely, given any orbit in 9’, there exists a unique 
equivalence class of irreducible representations of G, which corre- 

* Prepared with partial support from Nonr-551 (57). 
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sponds to it by virtue of the formula (1) (cf. Theo&me, p. 145in[4]). 
The measures da and dr! having been fixed, the measure dv is uniquely 
determined on each orbit; it will be referred to as the canonical 
measure in the sequel. Up to now, no direct characterization of the 
canonical measure has been known; this question is of interest, in 
particular, for the derivation of the Plancherel formula for G (cf. [4], 
Chap. III, Sections 4-6). 

Let us consider now an arbitrary connected Lie group G with the 
Lie algebra 9’. If 0 is an orbit of the kind considered above, and of a 
positive dimension, in 9’, we can assign to it an invariant measure as 
follows. We write 0 for the adjoint representation of G, and p for the 
representation, contragredient to o. Choosing an arbitrary element p 
of 0, let us consider the map CX~ from G onto 0 defined by 
a,(a) = p(a)p (a E G). Its differential vp = da+, is a map of 5’ onto 
the tangent space TP of 0 at p, and its kernel, identifiable to the Lie 
algebra of the stable group of p, coincides with the radical of the skew- 
symmetric bilinear form B,(tr ,8s) = ([/i , es], p) on 9 x 3’. There- 
fore there exist a well-determined nondegenerate skew-symmetric 
bilinear form wp on TP x TP , such that A,(,) = BP . Varyingp on 0 
we obtain in this fashion a 2-form w, which is invariant under the 
action of G. In fact, writing s(a)x = axa-l (a, x E G) and q = p(a)p 
(p E 0) we have mp o s(a) = p(a) o ap whence, by taking differentials, 
it follows that CJ.I* o u(a) = dp(a) Ip o vp . But then, setting 
Ma) lp up = up , we obtain for all &, and tZ in 9: 

4%(6)7 %(a = %M44 4), 

and therefore w; = op , p roving the statement. Let us denote by d 
the dimension of 0. Since this is necessarily an even number, we can 
form the exterior power (w)~/~ of w. We shall call the positive invariant 
measure, corresponding to it on 0, the K-measure of 0. 

The author is indebted to B. Kostant for the conjecture that, in the 
nilpotent case, the canonical measure and the K-measure are essen- 
tially the same. This is strongly suggested by his construction 
(unpublished), making possible, in particular, to set up a one-to-one 
correspondence between certain orbits and the set of all equivalence 
classes of irreducible representations of a compact semisimple group 
(cf. Section 2 for more details), together with the observation, that the 
ratio of the (necessarily finite) total K-volume of an orbit and of the 
dimension of the corresponding irreducible representation is a constant 
depending only on the group. 
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The main purpose of the present paper is to verify this conjecture 
for the nilpotent groups (cf. Section 3), though its domain of validity 
seems to include all cases, where a formula of the type (1) can be set 
up at all. We shall return to the discussion of the case of the expo- 
nential groups1 in a further publication. 

The plan of this paper is as follows. Though not directly related to 
the main result, because of its great heuristic value, we thought it 
useful to begin with a self-contained discussion of the situation, 
just quoted, offered by a compact semisimple Lie group. The sole 
purpose of Section 2 is to place the subsequent considerations con- 
cerning the nilpotent case in a more general context. We show, how 
the l-l correspondence, pointed out by Kostant, between the set of 
all equivalence classes of irreducible representations of a connected 
and simply connected compact semisimple Lie group G and certain 
orbits in the corresponding algebra 9 (identified now with its dual 
through the Killing form) can be established, just as in the nilpotent 
case, by aid of a formula like (1). The only difference comes from the 
fact that, as suggested by Kirillov in the case of SU(2) (cf. [3], Section 
5 in $S), prior to forming the Fourier transform of the function v on 
9, we have to multiply it by a certain expression, depending only 
on $4. All this follows easily from the Weyl character formula along 
with a theorem of Harish-Chandra (cf. [2], Theorem 2) implying a 
simple relationship between the character of a given representation 
and the Fourier transform of a positive measure on 9, which is 
invariant with respect to the adjoint representation and is concentrated 
on the corresponding orbit. Let us observe, incidentally, that in the 
nilpotent case, the Fourier transform (formed with 9’), which has 
just been referred to, does not admit any manageable expression on 
9. In Section 3 we prove the main result, according to which for 
niipotent groups the ratio of the canonical measure and of the K- 
measure of an orbit depends only on the dimension of the latter. 
Taking into account the picture found in the compact semisimple case 
in Section 2, one can interpret formula (l), along with the precise 
expression, obtained in Section 3, for the canonical measure, as the 
analog for nilpotent groups of the Weyl character formula. Finally, 
in Section 4 we apply this result to obtain an explicit algorithm for the 
computation of the Plancherel measure. In fact, to obtain this, by 
virtue of Section 3 it suffices to represent a translation-invariant 
measure on 2’ as a continuous sum of the K-measures of the orbits 

1 A connected and simply connected solvable Lie group is called exponential, if the 
exponential map is onto. 
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of the representation p. We show, that the result implies the theorem 
of J. Dixmier ([4], p. 171), according to which the Plancherel measure 
is representable by a rational differential on the quotient space, 
according to p, of the union of orbits of maximal dimension in 3”. 
There is good reason to believe, that the same algorithm remains in 
force for exponential unimodular groups too. 

As indicated above, the reading of Section 2 is not necessary for the 
understanding of the main results of this paper. 

2. As mentioned above, the purpose of this Section is to discuss, 
following the main idea of the presentation of Kirillov’s theory in [4], 
Part II, Chap. II, Sections 6-8, certain facts concerning irreducible 
representations of compact semisimple groups, the main objective 
being the demonstration of the constancy of the ratio of the dimension 
of an irreducible representation and of the total K-volume of the 
corresponding orbit. 

In what follows throughout this Section, 9 will denote a fixed 
compact semisimple Lie algebra, and b a fixed Cartan subalgebra of 9. 
Let P be the collection of all nonzero roots of 9 with respect to $ 
We assume the elements of P under the form ior (h E $), where i 
is a fixed square root of - 1. Writing for x and y in 
2 : (x, y) = - Tr (a& ady), f or any root (y. there exists a well- 
determined element ~1’ in b, such that or(h) = (h, a’) (h E a); in the 
sequel OL’, too, will be referred to as a root, and we omit the prime. Let 
(aj;j = 1, 2,..., r} (r = dim) be a system of simple roots and P, 
the collection of the corresponding positive roots. We write 
hj = 201,/(01, 3 aj) (j = 1, 2 ,..., Y). Then, as it is known (cf. [I], 
Exposes 17-21), there is a l-l correspondence between the set of all 
equivalence classes of irreducible representations of the connected and 
simply connected group G determined by 9, and the set II of all 
elements X of 0, for which (h, h,) ( j = 1, 2,..., r) is nonnegative and 
integral. We denote by p the half sum of all positive roots, and by W 
the Weyl group corresponding to IJ; for s in W and h in 8, sh will stand 
for the action of s on h. Then the function xI on Q, which corresponds 
to the restriction to exp t, of the character of an irreducible representa- 
tion of class X (h E /I) is given by 

xr(h) =$#, 

where 

QG) = &44 exp W, P + 41 
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and 

W) = J (exp [i t (h, 41 - exp [-- i S Vb 41) 

= -$N exp [W, P)l [E(S) = det (s) for s in w]. 

In what follows, &and dh will denote volume elements on 9 and E, 
respectively, corresponding to the Euclidean metric determined by 
the negative Killing form. We denote again by o(a) the adjoint repre- 
sentation of G and by da the element of the Haar measure on G, 
such that J da = 1. We put r(h) = (z]” nNEP al(h) (h E b), where m 
is the number of positive roots. Then ([2], 6. 105) there exists a 
constant Co , such that we have for all functions f, which are con- 
tinuous and of a compact support on 9: 

We shall also use the following formula, due to Harish-Chandra 
(cf. [2], Theorem 2, p. 104)2: 

p(h) T( - h’) 1, exp (a(a) A, h’) da = 4 (& 4~) exp (% W) , 

valid for any two elements h and h’ in 0; d, stands for neEp+ (OL, p). 
Given any function, invariant with respect to the Weyl group, on 0, 

we denote with the same letter the unique u-invariant function on 9 
determined by it. We write u(e) for D(e>/+) (6’ E 9) and recall, that in 
a neighborhood of the neutral element in 9, where the exponential 
mapping is l-l, 1 a(e) I2 &is th e ex p ression for a Haar measure on G. 
Finally, for any A in A we write O(h) for the orbit, with respect to the 
adjoint representation, of X + p. 

With these notations, we have the following 

PROPOSITION 1. For any h in A and f E C” of a compact support 
on 9 we have 

Here dv is an invuriunt measure on O(h); fi(6’) s f (e) FQ and 

f(F) = f9f(t’) exp [+!, G’)] dt! (6” E 9). 

s Substitute -H for the H used in [Zj’, and observe that <n, n)/w = do = &p+(u,p). 
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Moreover, the orbit O(h) and the measure dv are uniquely determined 

kY (2). 

Proof. We start by observing, that 

xX4 I 44 I2 = QM W) I 44 F2, 

and therefore, we have for the left-hand side of (2) 

where we have put 

On the other hand, writing dA for the volume of O(A) with respect to 
dv, we have for any g(e) continuous on 9, putting x = X + p, 

and therefore the right-hand side of (2) gives 

where 

= dn s afV> W) dl 2 

G(4) = j, exp [;(~(a) k’, A)] da. 

Since this function is clearly o-invariant, we can conclude that 

Summing up, to establish the equality appearing in the Proposition, 
it suffices to show, that Q,(h) ZE d&h) G(h) (h E b), or that 

dp(h) j, exp [~(u(cz) h, A)] da = C E(S) exp [i(sh, A)]. 
SSW 
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But for this it suffices to substitute iA in place of h’ in the formula of 
Harish-Chandra, and to choose for dA 

Observe, that this is the dimension of the representation, correspond- 
ing to A in A. 

To prove, that the orbit O(A) in the right-hand side of (2) is uniquely 
determined, since a(O) = 1, it is enough to show, that if 0, and 0, 
are two orbits of u and dv, and dv, are nontrivial invariant measures 
on them, and if we have 

for all C” functions, vanishing outside a given neighborhood of the 
neutral element in 9, then 0, = 0, and dv, = dv, . Let L be a 
translation-invariant differential operator on 9. Replacing f first by 
Lf, then by an approximate identity in the above equation, we conclude, 
that 

for any polynomial function P(e) on $4. If 0, and 0, are different, 
then, since they are compact and without common point, by an 
appropriate choice of P, we can arrange that the left-hand side should 
be arbitrarily small, while the right-hand side remains close to the 
volume of 0, with respect to dv, which, according to assumption, 
is nonzero. Hence 0, = 0,; but then dv, and dv, , too, coincide, and 
this finishes the proof of Proposition 1. 

Summing up once more, Proposition 1 establishes a l-l correspond- 
ence between the family of orbits, determined by elements of the form 
X + p (A E A), in 9 and the set of all equivalence classes of irreducible 
representations of G in the following fashion: The character xA(h) 
equals D(h)/?r(h) t imes the Fourier transform of the positive, o-inva- 
riant measure, concentrated on the orbit of h + p, in 9, the total 
mass of which equals dA = x,,(O). 0 ur next Proposition shows, that 
the K-volume (cf. Section 1) and dA are proportional. 

PROPOSITION 2. For a $xed h in A, Zet us denote by V(K) the 
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K-volume of the orbit of h + p. Then, with the notations used above, 
we have 

In particular, 

does not depend on A. 

Proof. As it is known, we can choose an orthonormal basis 
(E, , Ei; CY, /3 E P+> in the orthogonal complement l+- of IJ in 2 in such 
a fashion, that adhE, = or(h) EL and adhE: = - al(h) E, for all h in lo. 
Next we observe, that the Lie algebra of the stabilizer of X + p in Osp 
coincides with Q. To this end we remark first, that the subalgebra of 2, 
which has just been referred to, coincides with the centralizer of the 
element x = X + p, of lo, in S?. On the other hand, if 

is some element of -Ee, we have 

But since (01, p) is positive for all (Y in P+ (cf. [I], Lemma 2 in Expose 
19), and since X is in II, a(X) is always positive. Therefore, if 6’ is in the 
centralizer of X, we must have c, = CL = 0 for all CX, and thus 6’belongs 
to TJ. We are going to compute the K-volume of the orbit of X + p, 
to be denoted again by O(X), in two steps. First we determine the 
volume V(E) of O(X) with respect to the metric induced on O(h) by 
the Euclidean metric of 2, and then we compute the ratio V(K)/V(E). 
As regards the first point, we start by observing, that the tangent space 
to O(X) at A, since it is spanned by the vectors {a&A; I E ,Ep), by virtue 
of what we saw above, coincides with bl. Therefore, since c(a) is an 
orthogonal transformation of .P into itself for any a in G, at the 
point o(a) x of O(h) the orthogonal complement of the tangent space 
can be identified with u(a) $. Let us set again I = dim $. For a 
positive E, we denote by S, the r-dimensional solid sphere of 
radius e in 6, and we write v(e) for its volume. Also, we write 
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f&‘) for the characteristic function of the set uafc u(a) (A + S,) 
in 14. Then we have the following relation: 

in other words, we have V(E) = C, naEp+ (a, X + p)“. Let us denote 
by d the dimension of O(A); we have d = 2m. Next we observe, that 
V(K)/V(E) is the same as the ratio of the two d-forms, representing 
the volume element in the K-metric (cf. Section 1) and in the Eucli- 
dean metric of O(X), at A, say. We denote by {ej; j = 1,2,..., d} the 
vectors {B. , EL; OL E P+} in some order. Then, by virtue of a known 
formula, the coefficient of I-$1 A ej in the (d/2)th power of 

equals 2” * m! times the square root of det (([ei , ej], A); i,j = I,..., d); 
one verifies by an easy computation, that the latter is the same as 
naEp+ (cw, h + p). On the other hand, the factor of I-&, A ei in the d 
form, corresponding to the Euclidean volume element of O(A), at 
x is equal to the square root of det ((adei x, adei 1); i,j = l,..., d); 
one verifies easily, that this is the same as 1 ~(1) 12. Therefore the 
ratio V(K)/V(E) is given by 2” * m! nssp+ (01, h + p)/l r(X) 12, and 
thus finally we obtain that V(K) = C,, 2” * m! nmEP+ (LU, X + p), 
finishing the proof of Proposition 2. 

We close this section with the following observation. Let q(a) be a 
C” function which vanishes outside a neighborhood, where canonical 
coordinates of the first kind can be introduced, of the unity of G. 
We write ~(4) for the corresponding function on G. For a h in A, we 
denote by T(“) an irreducible representation, of the class A, of G. Then, 
by virtue of the previous considerations, we have 

where dw. is the element of the K-measure for O(h), provided the 
Haar measure da on the left, and the volume element d/ (by aid of 
which the Fourier transform in the right-hand side is formed) of 
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2 are chosen in such a fashion, that the ratio da/d/ at the neutral 
element of 2 should be the same as V(K)/d, = C, 2” * m! nasP+ (a, p). 
We shall see in the next section that, in the nilpotent case the value 
of the analogously defined constant is 4” * m! rrm. 

3. In this Section we consider again a nilpotent Lie algebra P’ of 
dimension n > 0, with the corresponding connected and simply- 
connected group G. We denote by u the adjoint representation of G, 
and by p the representation, which is contragredient to u, on 2’. 
In other words, denoting by (/, el) the canonical bilinear form on 
2 x ZZ”, we have, for all a in G, 

(u(a) rt, P) = (l, p(a-‘) 8’) (t E Y, t’ E 9’). 

Let H be a subalgebra of 2, of a dimension h < n. We shall say, 
that the ordered (n - h)-tuple of elements {t; , /a ,..., &‘n-h} of $P is a 
supplementary basis of H, provided for each j = 1, 2,..., n - h the 
subspace, spanned by Hand (8, ,..., e,>, of 2 is a subalgebra of dimen- 
sion h + j. Let us denote by exp H the subgroup, which is the image 
of H through the exponential map, of G and let us set gj(t) = exp (J’+) 
(j = 1, 2,..., 12 - h). The map of exp H x Rn-h into G, which 
assigns to (h, (ti , t, ,. .., tn-h)) (h E exp H) the element 

of G, is a homeomorphism between exp H x Rn-h and G ([4J p. 96, 
Remarque 2), and dt, dt, *a+ dt,-, defines an invariant measure on the 
homogeneous space of right-classes of G according to exp H ([4J, 
p. 121, Remarque). 

An element c!; of 2’ having been fixed, we shall denote by B(lr ,&J 
the skew-symmetric bilinear form on 9 x 2 defined by ([/r , t.J, 8;) 
(/i , tz E 2). Given a subspace H of JZ’, we shall write (H)i for its 
orthogonal complement, with respect to B, in 2, and H-L for its 
orthogonal complement, with respect to the canonical bilinear form 
in 9’. 

We start with a new proof for a statement, announced first by 
Kirillov ([4], Theo&me on p. 50, and also the Remark below). 

LEMMA 1. Let & be a nonzero element in 9”, and let 0 be its orbit 
with respect to p; we set d = dim 0, and suppose d > 0. Let 
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be a Jordan-H6lder sequence in 9, and {ej; j = 1, 2,..., n} a basis in Y 
such that ej’ E S?&., - 9’; (j = 1, 2,..., n). Then there exist n polyno- 
mials {Pi; j = 1, 2,..., n} of the d variables {xk; k = 1, 2,..., d} and d 
indices 0 <j, <j, < *a* < j, < n in the following fashion: 

(1) The orbit 0 coincides with the collection of all elements CI~ 9” 
which can be written as CT=, Pj(x) /i (z E Rd); 

(2) Pi,(z) = zk (k = 1, 2,..., d); 

(3) for any j = 1,2,..., n Pj(z) depends only on {zl , z2 ,..., xk}, 
where k is the largest integer with which j, < j. 

Proof. We denote by R the radical of B(/r , 4,) (formed with &); 
in other words, R = (9)+. We write gj = R + -E”i and observe, 
that there exist d integers 0 <jr <j, < a** <j, < n, such that 
if J = {j,; k = 1, 2 ,..., d}, we have pj $ ~j-l if and only if j belongs 
to J. We set Ek = 9j if j = j, , E0 = R and observe, that for 
k = 0, I,..., d Fk = (Ek)i is a subalgebra in 9. To this end it suffices 
to show, that if I is an ideal in 9, then (I)+ is a subalgebra. Suppose, 
that rr and r2 are orthogonal to I. Then, since we have, by virtue of the 
identity of Jacobi, for any /in 9 

we see that [rr , r,] too is orthogonal to I, since for 4 in I the summands 
on the right-hand side vanish. Let us choose a basis {c$} in 9 such 
that (et , 8;) = 6,; we write ek = 8, if j = j, , and determine elements 
(fi; j = 1, 2,..., d} in 9 satisfying B(e, , fj) = sij . The subspace, 
spanned by R and the elements fk+l , fk+2 ,..., fd of 9 coincides with 
EI, , and thus the system { fd , fdeI ,...,, fi> is a supplementary basis to 
R. Therefore, setting gk(t) = exp ( f&, T = (tl , t, ,..., td) and 
g(T) = gdtJ gdtz) *** gdtd we may conclude that the map of Rd 
into 0, which sends T into p(g( T)) 8; , is surjective. Let us write 
p(g(T)) 8; = cj”,Qj(T) ti . We are going to prove, that the polyno- 
mials {QATN P assess the following two properties 

(1) Qji,(T) = & mod (tl , t, ,-.., tk--l), 
(2) For any j = 1, 2,..., n, Qj(t) depends only on (tl , t, ,..., tk), 

where k is the largest integer, such that jk < j. 

Assuming this, we may conclude first, that the map, considered 
above, of Rd onto 0 is a bijection. Next, setting xk = Qj( T) for 
j = jk , (k = 1, 2 ,..., d), we can express stepwise the variables {tk) 
through the variables {.zj}. Substituting finally the result into the 
polynomials (Qj( T); j Z J>, an d writing Pi(z) zz Qj(T) (j = 1, 2 ,..., n), 
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we obtain a system of polynomials {P,}, having the properties claimed 
in the Lemma. 

Since Q,(T) E (fj , p(g( T)) r$), to prove (2) it is clearly enough 
to show, that 

(ai > 0), if, for some k with jk > j, we have ak > 0. But in this case 
the left hand side can be written as B( fd, r$, where 4 is some element 
in sj and j, > j. But this is zero, since fc lies in FtPl C (9&. To 
establish (1) it suffices to prove that, for j = j, , 

((adf$” (adj,&“~-’ *** ((adfipe, , e;) = 0 

if uk > 1 or uk = 1 and uG > 0 for some & < k, and - 1 if uk = 1 
and a, = 0 for G < k. The second statement being implied by 
B(q , -7-J = %j , we consider only the first. In this case, since 
[9, ,Ep] C Pi-, , the left hand side has the form B(fk , GT1), where 
&i lies in Zj-r (j = jk). But as above, we can show, that this is zero, 
finishing thus the proof of the Lemma. 

Remark. Let G as above; we recall, that a continuous representa- 
tion U, of G, on a finite-dimensional vector space V is called unipotent, 
provided the differential dU of this representation contains nilpotent 
operators only. We wish to show, that in the previous Lemma 9 
and p can be replaced by V and U, respectively. In fact, considering 
the dual I” of V as an Abelian Lie algebra, and setting 
$8) = - [transpose of dU(r!)] (I E 5?), let us form the semidirect 
product 8 of dp and V’ by defining the bracket of c! in 9 and v’ in 
V’ as I v’. Then the dual V of the ideal V’ of 9’ can be identified 
with the quotient space of the dual of 9’ according to $P’, and the 
representation induced in it by dp, formed for 8, is identifiable with 
dU. Therefore, to obtain the desired parametrization for the orbit of 
an element V,, of V, with respect to U, it suffices to choose a Jordan- 
Holder sequence of 9, containing V’ and then to consider the param- 
etrization (in the sense of the previous Lemma) of the orbit, with 
respect to p for exp 8, of an element of 9, lying over v, , and finally 
to take the result mod 9’. 

Let again 8; be a nonzero element of the dual of 9’. We recall 
(cf. [q, pp. 153-154), that a subalgebra H, of 9, is said to be sub- 
ordinated to 8;) if this is perpendicular to the first derived algebra of 
H. In this case we can form a character x of K = exp H by setting 
x (exp h) = exp [i(h, Gi)] (h E H). Let us form the representation T, 
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induced by x, of G. We denote again by d the dimension of the orbit 
0 of 8; with respect to p. Then, as it is known ([4], p. 154), T is 
irreducible if and only if we have dim H = dim $P - + d. 

The content of the following lemma is a special case of known 
results quoted before. The purpose of the new proof given for it 
here is to obtain a suitable algorithm for the computation of the cano- 
nical measure (cf. the Remark directly following the proof). 

LEMMA 2. Let 8; a$xed element of 3”; we suppose that the dimension 
d of the corresponding orbit is positive. Assume that the subalgebra H, 
of dimension dim 9 - 4j d, is subordinated to & , and form the unitary 
representation T as above. Let z,h be a C” function of compact support on G. 
Then the operator T$ is of class Hilbert-Schmidt, and we have 

where 0 is the orbit of t$ , dv an invariant measure on 0, and $(el) 
the Fourier transform of the function v,(l)>, which corresponds on 9, through the 
exponential map, to #” x $ (#“(a) = [#(a-‘)]). The integral on the right- 
hand side converges absolutely. 

Proof. Let {8r , 4, ,..., 4,) be a supplementary basis of H in 3’; 
we write gj(t) = exp (t’&) (j = 1, 2,..., m; 2m = d). We set 
K = exp H, and using the observations made before Lemma 1, we 
identify the homogeneous space I’ of the right classes of G according 
to K with the closed subset {gl(tl) *a. gm(t,); (tI , t, ,..., tJ E Rm} of 
G. Then every element of G can uniquely be written in the form kr 
(K E K, y E r). In particular, for any y in r and a in G, we set 
ya = k(ya) yd (k(ra) E K, yd E r). Let dy be any positive invariant 
measure on r (dt, dt, *** dt,, say). Then, if x (exp h) = exp [i(h, &)I 
(h E H), the representation T can be realized in the Hilbert space 
L2(r, dr), such that T(a) f (y) = x(k(ya)) f (yd). Let us write 
v(a) = (#- x #) (a) (a E G). We divide the proof in several steps. 

(a) First, we show, that T, is implemented in L2(P, dr) by a 
kernel, thus leading to an expression of Tr (T,) in terms of CJJ. If 
f(y) is continuous, and of compact support on r, we have 
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We denote by dk the invariant measure on K, satisfying 

for any function g, which is continuous and of compact support, on G. 
Then the previous relation gives 

T,f(Y) = j,,, dr-lb'> xVWb4 dk 4 = j, K&Y, r')fW 4' 

(a = PW), 
where we have 

&h r’> = j, dPh4 x(4 dk. 

Since, on account of our choice of y, the operator T, is positive, 
we conclude, that the continuous function K, on r x r is positive- 
definite and therefore 

Tr V,> = j, K&J, r> 4 (3) 

irrespective of whether the expressions on both sides of this equation 
are finite or not (cf. [4], pp. 116-l 19). 

(b) Let us put q(e) = q~ (exp k) (k’ E 2); the left-hand side is C” 
and has a compact support on 5?. We write again 

W) = j9 ~(4 exp [@,~‘)I dt (e’ E 9’) 

and express &,(y, y) by aid of @(e’) as follows. We observe first, that 
choosing a linear measure dh on H in a suitable fashion, we have 

where (T is the adjoint representation of G. Next, by fixing the volume 
element de’ on Y in an appropriate manner, we obtain 

q(4) = j,, $3(P) exp [ - i(/,P)] dP. 

In this case we shall call de’ the measure, dual to dtf. Choosing elements 
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y and h in I’ and H, respectively, and replacing G by a&-l) h in the 
above equation, we conclude, that 

cp(u(y-l) h) = I‘,, +(I’) exp [- i(o(y-l) h, t’)] dk’ 

= 
s ~, +(p(y-l) e’) exp [ - i(h, d’)] de’. 

Let us take the measure A’, dual to dh, on H’ and let us form the 
measure dhl, uniquely determined by de’ and dh’, by aid of which we 
have 

Then the previous equation gives 

d4P) h) = IH, (/HL$%(~-l) (f’ + AL)) dhl) exp [- @, 41 dh’. 

In the exponential on the right-hand side, (h, h’) stands for the 
canonical bilinear form on H x H’, and it is understood that the 
class, containing el, on 2’ modulo HI is h’. Substituting this in (4), 
and applying the Fourier inversion formula on H, we obtain 

(c) Next we observe, that the orbit U of r$, with respect to the 
restriction of p to K = exp H, coincides with/i + HL (cf. [4], p. 158). 
In fact, one verifies easily, using dim H = dim 2’ - 4 d, that U 
is open in 8; + H-L, but since it is the orbit of a unipotent representa- 
tion of the nilpotent group K = exp H (by virtue of the Remark 
after Lemma l), U necessarily coincides with 6’; + HJ-. Let us denote 
by S the stabilizer, with respect to p, of ei in G. Its Lie algebra R 
is the radical of B(fl , /J = ([/1 , &,I, 8;) (tr , z$ E 9). By virtue of our 
choice, H is maximal self-orthogonal with respect to B, hence it 
contains R (cf. [4], p. 157). S ince, by Lemma 1, S is connected,3 
we have S = exp R C K. Let us denote by A the homogeneous space 
of right classes of K according-to S. The map CO, of A into 8; + H-L, 
defined for the class K of K in K mod S by w(R) = p(kl) 8; , is a 
bijection between A and 6’; + Hl. We denote by dA the inverse 

3 In fact, the orbit 0 in Lemma 1 is simply connected. 
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image, through w, of dbl. Then dA is an invariant measure on A. To 
see this, it suffices to observe, that, for any k in K, we have 
p(k) 4; = 8; + &, where hi E Hl, and therefore, if g is continuous of 
compact support on Y, we obtain 

Using dA, (5) can be rewritten as 

We recall, that K,(y, y) is continuous and nonnegative on I’. Using (3), 
we obtain finally 

(d) Observe, that de, = dA dy is an invariant measure on G/S; 
we denote by the same symbol the corresponding measure on 0. 
Using the notations of Lemma 1 we set dz = dz, dz, *+* dz, . Taking 
into account the remarks made before Lemma 1 we see that dz, too, 
is an invariant measure on 0, and therefore it differs only by a positive 
factor from dv. From this we conclude that, in order to prove Lemma 
2, it suffices to show that the function +(z, , za ,..., zd), obtained from 
$(e’) by replacing d’ through the parametrization of 0, is summable 
with respect to the Lebesque measure on Rd. Since ~(4’) is C” and 
has a compact support, +(e’) is rapidly decreasing, and therefore there 
exists a constant C, such that 

for all z in R”. But by virtue of the properties of the polynomials {Pj}, 
described in Lemma 1, the right-hand side is certainly summable. 
We recall finally, that ~(a) = ($- x 4) (a) (a E G), and therefore 
T, = T,*T,. 

Remark. Observe, that given a Haar measure da on G, and a 
translation-invariant measure d/ on 9, Lemma 2 yields the following 
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algorithm to determine the canonical measure dw on 0. Take first 
invariant measures dk and dr on K and r, respectively, such that 
da = dk dr holds. Next, take the measure dh, which is the inverse 
image of dk through the exponential map from H onto K, on H, 
and forming the dual measure de’ of uY, determine the measure dhl 
on HJ-, such that aY” = dh’ dhl holds; here dh’ is dual to dh. Denoting 
finally by M the measure on A = K/S, which is the inverse image of 
dhl through the map k -+ p(k-l) 4’; of A onto 8; + Hl, the canonical 
measure on 0 is obtained by transferring to it the measure dh dy of 
G/S. 

It is easy to verify directly, that the result is independent of the 
factorization da = dk dy with which we started. 

THEOREM. Let G be a connected and simply connected nilpotent Lie 
group with the Lie algebra 9. Let da be a Haar measure on G, and dr? 
a translation-invariant volume element on 3’. We choose an element 
e$ in the dual 9’ of 9, such that the corresponding orbit 0 has a positive 
dimension. Then the ratio of the K-measure and of the canonical measure 
belonging to 0 depends on the dimension d of 0 only, and is given by 
(d/2)! #I2 2d divided by the ratio of da and & at the neutral element 
of 3. 

Proof. We choose a subalgebra H, subordinated to /i , and having 
a dimension h = dim 2 - Q dim 0, of 2 (cf. [4], p. 159, Remarque 
2). We form again B(4’i , f2) = ([/i , t2], Ci) (4, , e2 E g), denote its 
radical by R, and set r = dim R. Then, if d = 2m, we have 
m = n - h = h - r. Let us choose a decreasing sequence of sub- 
algebras 2% = 3’ 3 A?,+, 3 2%-Z 3 *** 3 .A?i 3 Z,, = (0), such that 
dim g* = j, g,-, = H and gnMd = R. We select for each 
j = 1, 2,..., n a nonzero element 8j in 3’j - gi-i , and we write 
gj(t) = exp (tt,). Since the system {/r ,4, ,..., &} is a supplementary 
basis to the trivial subalgebra of _Lp, the canonical coordinates of the 
second kind {tl , t, ,..., tn} in g = g,( tl) gz(t2) *** gJt,J are valid 
globally on G, and dt, dt, *** dt, defines a Haar measure da for G. 
Let us put 4’ = cj”=i y& and de = dy, dy, se* dy, . The measure de, 
when transferred to G by means of the exponential map, gives rise to a 
Haar measure ([4], p. 90), which, in the present case, coincides with 
da. In fact, in order to see this it suffices to observe that the Jacobian 
of the variables {tk}, connected with the variables {yj} through 

580/1/3-z 
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according to the latter has the value 1 at the origin of R”. Observe, that 
it is enough to prove the above theorem for this choice of da and dt 
respectively; in fact, one sees at once from the character formula (1) 
(cf. Section 1) that, if we change the ratio of da and d/from 1 to c, 
the canonical measure on each orbit gets multiplied with the same 
constant. By virtue of our choice, the system {8r+r ,..., tn,) is a sup- 
plementary basis to R. Therefore, putting T = (t,,, , tr+2 ,..., tn) E Rd 

and g(T) = gr+lPr+l) - g&J, we can conclude, that the map 
sending T into p([g( T)]-l) tfi , of Ra into 0 is a diffeomorphism, and 
that dt = dt,,, dt,,, e.0 dt, defines an invariant measure on 0. To 
prove the theorem it suffices to establish, that if at /i , say, cr dt and 
ca dt correspond to the d-forms representing the K-measure 
and the canonical measure, respectively, on 0, then we have 
cl/cz = (d/2)! # 2d. We do this in two steps. 

(a) First we compute ce using the Remark following Lemma 2. 
Using the canonical coordinates of the second kind {ti;j = 1, 2,..., n} 
introduced above, we observe, that dk = dt, dt, *** dt, and 

dr = d&+1 *a* dt, are invariant measures on K = exp H and on 
r = G/K respectively, and, in addition, da = dk dy. The measure 
dh on H, corresponding to dk, is dh = dy, dy, *** dyh . Let us choose 
a basis {ei} satisfying (e, , Cj) = aij (;,j = 1, 2,..., a) in 9’. We write 
d’ = ~Yryjr!~ and observe, that the measures dt!” and dh’, which are 
dual to dt and dh, respectively, on 9’ and H’ are given by 

a?!‘= (237)~” ay; fly; *-* ay; and dh’ = (23~)-~ dy; dy; .** dy; . 

Therefore, the measure dhl on HJ- satisfying de’ = dh’ dhl is the same 
as 

dhL = (24” dy;+, dy;+z ..* dy: . 

Let us write now 

T = (b+l , t,+z ,..., t,J E Rm and W”) = g,+&+d a** g&d 

If 

then c2 is the same as (2n)-m times the value D of the Jacobian of the 
variables (y;; j = h + l,..., n) according to the variables 
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(tj;j = r + l,..., h} at T = 0. Let us denote by a*, the partial deriva- 
tive of y; according to tk at T = 0. Then we have 

and thus 

and 

D = det (B(t,.+i , /h+k); i, k = 1,2 ,..., m). 

(b) To determine c,, y b virtue of the definition of the K-measure 
(cf. l), we have to proceed as follows. We consider the 2-form 

w = C B(lr+d 9 tT+j) dtr+i A &+j 
i.j>O 

at 8; , and form its mth exterior power; then this is the same as ci dt. 
Thus, for the value of ci , we obtain 

m! 2m[det (B(87+i , /,.+j); i, , = 1, 2 ,..., d]l12. 

Taking into account, that c!,.+$ lies in H for i = 1,2,..., m, and that H, 
being subordinated to 8;) is self-orthogonal with respect to B, we 
conclude, that B(c!,+{ , l+.+$) = 0 for i, j = 1, 2 ,..., m. Therefore, the 
above determinant has the value D2, and thus we obtain finally, that 
cl/c2 = (2~)~ m! 2” = (d/2) ! #I2 2d, finishing the proof of the theo- 
rem. 

4, The purpose of this concluding section is to obtain, by aid of the 
expression of the canonical measure found in the preceding section, 
an algorithm for the Plancherel measure. 

In what follows we continue to denote by $4 a non-Abelian nilpotent 
Lie algebra and by G the corresponding connected and simply- 
connected group. For an element x in the dual 9 of 3, we write 
B& , /,) = ([/r , &a], x) (8, , l2 E S), and denote by R(x) the radical 
of B,. 

Let 9 = -E”, 3 Yn-, 3 a** 3 dpO = (0) be a Jordan-Holder sequ- 
ence for 9, such that dim ~j = j (j = 0, l,..., n). We write 
6pi(x) = ..Yj + R(X) and b o serve (cf. the proof of Lemma 1) that 
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there exists a well-determined system of d = dim O(x) inte- 
gers 1 < j, < j, < ..* < j, < n (we assume d > 0), such that 
dim Yj(x) = dim Z&x) + 1 if and only if j = j, for some 
k = 1, 2,..., d; we write f(x) = &}. The purpose of the following 
lemma is to prepare the proof of Lemma 4, which brings a proof, 
adopted to the needs of the present context, of Theorem, Section 5, 
Chap. 1, Part II of [4]. 

LEMMA. 3. There exists a uniquely determined system f of integers 
between 1 and n = dim 9, such that the set 0 = {x; f (x) = f > in 
2’ is open in the Zariski topology. 

Proof. For each j = 1, 2 ,..., n let t; be a nonzero element in 
e!Zj - LFj-1 a We denote by Mi(x) the matrix 

{B5(ti , &.); 1 < i < j, k = 1,2 ,..., n}. 

Then we have dim R(x) = n - rank A&(x), and therefore the set 
0, - {x; dim R(x) = r} (I = min dim R(x), x E 9’) is open in the 
Zariski topology. Next we observe that, since 

dim sj(x) = dim R(x) + rank i&(x), 

writing 

the set 

di = sup dim 5$(x) (x E Q 

0, = 0, n {x; dim Z&X) = dJ 

is open in the Zariski topology. Obviously r = d,, < dl < *-- < d, = n; 
we denote by f the set of integers 1 < j1 < j, < .** < j, < n, such 
that dj = d,-, + 1 if and only if j E f. Let US write 8 = (J~-i Oj; 
we claim, that putting E = {x; f (x) = f} we have E = 0. In fact, 
we observe first, that evidently 0 C E 2 0, . Let p be an element in 
E - 0. Then there exists an index j such that dim Z??&J) < dj . 
But this is impossible, since [by virtue off Cp) =f] we have 

dimS!(p)= 1 1 +r=dj 
I&i 

Thus 0 = hf(4 =fl is o P en in the Zariski topology and evidently, 
f is uniquely determined by this property. 

Remark. 1. We observe that in general 8 is strictly contained in 
0, . In fact, let us consider the four dimensional nilpotent algebra 9 
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defined by a basis {ei; j = 1, 2, 3, 4) with the commutation relations 
Eee 9 e,l = e2 , [e, , e23 = el , all other brackets being zero. Then 
L$ = {ej ,..., el> (j = 1, 2, 3, 4) is a Jordan-Holder sequence. One 
can verify through a simple computation, that in coordinates with 
respect to a basis, dual to {e,}, in 9” we have o0 = (x; xi2 + x22 # 0} 
but 0 = {x; x1 # O}. 

Remark. 2. For an x in 9’ with dim O(X) > 0 let us denote by 
TP the tangent space, to the orbit O(x), at p, and let us consider again 
the non-degenerate 2-form wP defined by 

%k%m~ rp,V2)) = &(4 , e2) (P E w4; 4 > 42 E =w 

(cf. Section 1). For each element t in TP there exists a unique element 
#t in its dual, such that oP(s, t) = (s, #t) for all s in TP . We identify 
the exterior algebra /l( TP) over TP with that over its dual through #. 
Then wP gives rise to a scalar product on II( TP) such that, if 

7 s 
U=~AhUk and v = n AV~ (ok 9 vj E Tp), 

k=l j-1 

the scalar product wP(u, v) is 0 if 7 # s and det{wP(Ui, 0,); 1 < i, k < Y} 
otherwise. We consider again the system f determined in Lemma 3, 
and for each k = 1, 2,..., d we select a nonzero element ek in 
5?j - 9,-i (j = j,). Let us denote by EP the d-vector 

h 'dek) =%(fi h ek). 
k=l k=l 

Then the function Q(p) defined as c$,!$, , E,) if dim O(p) > 0 and 
zero otherwise is the square of a p-invariant polynomial function,4 
homogeneous of degree d/2, on Y, and Q(p) = 0 if and only if p 
lies in 0, where 0 has the same meaning as in Lemma 3. In fact, we 
observe first, that we have Q(p) = det{([ei , e,], p); 1 < i, j < d) for 
all p in 9’ implying that Q(p) is the square of a homogeneous poly- 
nomial function of degree d/2. As far as the invariance of Q(p) is 
concerned, by virtue of the invariance of wP , it suffices to establish 
the p-invariance of EP . We observe first that, if 4 = p(a) p, we have 
R(q) = u(a) R(p) and thus 

44 -%I4 = 4-4 (=% + XP)) = 3 + w = -%I)1 

’ The p invariance of Q will not be used in the sequel. 
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which implies at once that f(p(a) p) =f(p). Hence, in particular, 
0 is invariant under p. Therefore it is enough to show, that 
E4 = dp(a) IP Ep if q = p(a) p on p E 0. But since 

for all G in 9 (cf. Section l), it suffices to verify, that vq maps 
n$=, A ek and n$=, A ~(a) ek onto the same element in Ad(Tq). We 
have o(a) ek - ek E q C q(q) ( j = j, - l), and therefore to obtain 
the desired conclusion it suffices to note, that by virtue of the choice 
of the system (e3, e, E q(q) - q-,(q) (j = ji , i = 1, 2 ,..., d), and 
thus q-I is spanned by R(q) and {e,; 1 < i < k - l}. Since the 
vectors {ek) are independent mod R(p) if p E 0, we have in this case 
Q(p) # 0. On the other hand, if p lies outside the set 

8, = {p; dim O(p) = d}, 

then clearly Q(p) = 0. H ence, to finish the proof of the statement 
made above, it is enough to show that we have Q(p) = 0 for all p 
in 0, - 0. With the notations of the previous lemma, let j be the 
smallest integer, for which dim .A@) < di . Then evidently j = j, 
for some k = 1, 2,..., d and -Y&(q) = q(q) (j = jk), and thus the 
system {ei; 1 < i < k} is dependent modulo R(p), implying Q(p) = 0. 

Q.E.D. 

LEMMA. 4. Let 9 be a non-Abeliun nilpotent Lie algebra, 
9n = 3’ 3 ,EpW1 3 **a 3 .ZYO = (0) a Jordan-Holder sequence in 9 
(dim 4 = jfor j = 0, 1, 2 ,... n) and {ej’; j = 1, 2 ,..., n} a basis in 3” 
such that ej, is in q*, - 9j1. Then there exists a nonconstant p-invariant 
polynomial function Q(x) on Y, a positive integer d, d indices 
0 <j, <j, < *em <j, < n, and n functions {Pi<,, x); j = 1, 2 ,..., n> 
on Rd x 9’ [x = (zl, z2 ,..., xd) E Rd] with the following properties: 

(1) For each fixed x with Q(x) # 0, the functions (Pj(z; x)} are 
polynomials in x, giving a parametrization, in the sense of Lemma I, 
with {k’j} and {j,> (L emmu 1) as above, of the orbit O(x) [hence, in 
particular, dim O(x) = d]. 

(2) For each fixed z in R” and j = 1, 2,..., n the function 

K?(x)l” PC 1 1 z x is a o nomiul function on 9, where N is a sufficiently P tY 
large positive integer. 

Proof. Let us choose a basis {/J in 9, such that (lt , ti) = S,j . 
LetB,,@andfbeasinLemma3. Wewritee,=ej(j=j,;k= 1, 
2 ,***, d), and for x in 0 we define fi(x) = C$=, aik(x) ek such that 
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B,(ej , h(x)) = 8, . Let us write again, as in Remark 2 above, 
Q(x) = det (R& , 3 e.)}; then for any el in .A?‘, Q(X) (f(x), el) is the 
restriction of a polynomial function in x to 0. To obtain Lemma 4, 
it suffices to repeat the reasoning of Lemma 1 for each x in 0, replacing 
{fi} in the lemma with {fi(x)} as determined above. Then 
Q(x) = det VW+ , 3 e.)} will satisfy the requirements since, by virtue 
of Remark 2, we have x E 0 if and only if Q(x) f 0. Q.E.D. 

Remark. 3. Let us denote by K the complement off in the set of 
all integers between 1 and n. Then for any fixed z and k in K, Pk(z, x) 
is of the form xk + Qk(xl, x2 ,..., x& (Qi = const.), where 
xi = (li , x) (i = 1, 2 )..., n). In fact, let us denote by n the canonical 
projection of 9 onto 9i = -E”‘/5?$. Writing 0(+x)) for the orbit 
of n(x) under rr o p, we have O(n(x)) = rr(O(x)). In order to be able 
to conclude, that Pk(z, x) depends only on the class of x modulo 
.9’;, it suffices to take into account the following easily verifiable 
fact. Let T be a unipotent representation of G on a real vector space V 
of dimension n [T is said to be unipotent if &(e) is nilpotent for all e 
in 91. Suppose, that V = V, 1 V,-, 3 a** 1 V, = (0) is a Jordan- 
Holder sequence with respect to T, and let us choose a basis {Us> in V 
such that vj E Vj - V,+, (j = 1, 2,..., n). Then a parametrization, 
of the type as described in Lemma I with {vi} instead of {&}, of any 
orbit of 7 is uniquely determined. Finally we observe that, since 
r(&) is invariant under 7r o p, we have, for any real a, 

40(x + 4)) = 0(4x)) + a&>, 

and therefore also Pk(z, x + a&) = Pk(z, X) + a, finishing the proof 
of our statement. 

Remark. 4. Let us write X,(x) = Pk(O, X) (k E K); then the 
system {A,(x)} so obtained is functionally independent by virtue of 
Remark 3. Furthermore, it generates the field of all rational invariants 
of p. To see this, we observe first, that any rational invariant is the 
quotient of two invariant polynomial functions (cf. [4], p. 61). Let 
P(x) be such a polynomial function, and let Q(+) (x, = (8, , x), k E K) 
be its restriction to the hyperplane (x; (4 , x) = 0,j ef }. Then we 
have evidently P(x) E Q(hk(x)) for all X. 

Before passing to the description of the Plancherel measure, we 
make several preliminary observations. Let p be an element of 0; 
we continue to identify the tangent space T, , to O(p) at p, with its 
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dual through wz, , as this was done in Remark 2. We denote by L the 
identity map from O(p) into 0. Identifying the tangent space to the 
open submanifold 0 of $P’, at p with Y, the differential dL (at p) of L 
maps Tp into 9’ and the transposed map, &, coincides with - ?D . 
In fact, we have, for all tin 9, dcy#) = - (a&)‘p, and therefore 

4v,(k), W)) = (4 dv,,(k)) = - (4 Wk)’ P) = - ([k 4, P) 
= - 4dk)s vk9> (k E 3). 

Let us consider again the system {e,; K = 1, 2,..., d} and the function 
Q,(p) determined in Remark 2. We denote by (Q(p))1/2 a polynomial 
function on S’, of which Q(p) is the square, and with which, putting 
vp = m! 2”(Q&~))-l/~ nd- k-l A ek (2~2 = d), we have Sb(qJ = up” 
(p E 0). For each p, qp is uniquely determined by this property 
modulo the ideal generated in A(Y) by R(p). 

Next we consider the quotient space A = 8/p. We identify it 
by means of the system {AL(x); k E K} of Remark 4 with the (Zariski) 
open set, which is the image of 0 in Rd. Thus, in particular, A gets 
equipped with the structure of a differentiable manifold of dimension 
r = n - d. Let 71 be the canonical map from 0 onto A. If p is a point 
of@, t(p) the tangent space of A at n(p), and Tztpj its dual, we have 
&r(T&,) = R(p) and 

Let e’ be a nonzero element in A”($“); we denote by tithe correspond- 
ing volume element on 9. We choose a Haar measure da on G, such 
that the ratio of da and dJ at 0 should be 1. For h in A we denote by 
OA , T’“) and dvA the corresponding orbit, irreducible representation 
and canonical measure, respectively. Concerning dvA , it is understood, 
that it corresponds to the choice, just made, of d/and da (cf. Section 1). 
Thus we have, according to (1) in Section 1, for all function F, which 
is C” and of compact support, on G: 

Tr (T$ = ~,,$5(&“) dv, 

To determine the Plancherel measure means to find a positive measure 
dp on A, such that 

Let e be such in Am(Y), that (e, e’) = (277)-n according to the duality 
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between A”(9) and A”(Y). Then the volume element de’, corre- 
sponding to e on Y, will be dual to &in the sense, that 

holds. We recall, that according to the Theorem of Section 3, the 
ratio on any OA (A E A) of the K-measure and of the canonical measure, 
for the normalization of the latter as above, equals to (d/2)! ~4~ * 2d. 
Let us put E = n$=i A ek and observe, that for each p in 0 there 
exists a well-determined element cp in Ar(R(p)), such that 
(Q(p))ll” (2~‘)~/~ e = g A E. With respect to any basis in /I’(9), E?, , 

r multiplied with (Q(p)) - lj2, will have polynomial coefficients. Further- 
more, cp is invariant (that is l q = u(u) l r, if q = p(a) p), since for any a 
in G u(a) R(p) = R@(Q) p), u(a) E = E modulo the ideal generated 
by R(p(a)p) in A(9) (cf. R emark 2), and det ~(a) = 1. By virtue of 
Lemma 4 and Remark 4 0 is diffeomorphic to A x Rd. Therefore to 
obtain dp it sufices to take the positive measure which corresponds to the 
r-form 6 satisfying &~(a) = 4, on A. 

Remark. 5. In terms of the parameters {Ak; k E K) (cf. Remark 4) 
8 has the form R(h) (nksK A dh,), where R is a rational function, as it 
can easily be seen by what preceeds. It is in this form that the Planche- 
rel theorem for nilpotent groups is stated in [q, Part II, Chap. III, 
Section 6. 

We sum up the result in the following 

PROPOSITION 3. Let G be a connected and simply connected nilpotent 
Lie group of dimension n, with the Lie algebra 9. We denote by d the 
7,ximum of the dimension of the orbits of p(a) = (Ad(a-l))‘, (a E G) in 

and assume, that d > 0. Then we can select d elements 
{e,; k = 1, 2,..., d} in 9 in the following fashion: (1) if Q(x) = det {([e, , 5 , e] x);l <i,j<d}, Q is p invariant and QfO; 
(2) setting 0 = {x; Q(x) # 0}, E = n&=, A ek and $x&g appropriately 
an n-vector e E A”(Z), we have, with the positive measure dp correspond- 
ing on A = O/p to the unique r = n - d form E on 0 satisfying 
(Q(p))‘/” e = cp A E and l p E /1’(R(p)) (R(p) = radical of B,(/, , t2) = 
([4 2 f219 PI, 4 9 e2 E a: 

for any function q, which is C” and of a compact support on G. 
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